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2020 Micronational April Fool’s Report 
Hoaxes and jokes from the MicroWiki Sector 

 
1. What? (MicroWiki) 

 
MicroWiki implemented a new font out of nowhere, the Precursor Alpha font, which made the wiki all 
but unreadable. There were only three ways to make the font go away; hover over text with a 
mouse, use the Cupertino Alliance’s Force Font hack or use the mobile version of the site. Pictured 
above is the Atlanta Regional Union’s wiki page with the strange font. 
 
2. Mad Adam (Empire of Adammia) 

 
The Adammic Express, in typical April Fool’s fashion, published BREAKING NEWS on April 1st, 
apparently reporting from an imperial citadel. Addamic society had collapsed due to the coronavirus 
outbreak, the article claimed, with the land becoming barren and spike-wearing biker gangs roaming 
the once-peaceful streets. Edited pictures from the Mad Max movie series were included in the 
article, supposedly depicting life in apocalyptic Adammia. Pictured above is one such image, 
captioned “The Emperor’s new post-apocalyptic look.” 
 

https://web.archive.org/web/20200401152120/https://nacrecupertino.wordpress.com/2020/03/31/how-to-remove-new-microwiki-font/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200401162340/https://empireofadammia.wordpress.com/2020/04/01/breaking-news-adammic-society-collapses-masked-maniacs-on-motorbikes-seen-roaming-wasteland/


3. Wadiyan War (Kingdom of Lytera) 

 
The Royal Lyteran News claimed that the African macronation of Wadiya had declared war on 
Lytera, over an argument on which nation’s missile scientist was better. The article detailed the 
escalation of the situation and managed to tie the popular One Copy of Doom Eternal meme into the 
plot, which pokes fun at the simultaneous release of two contrasting video games, Doom Eternal and 
Animal Crossing: New Horizons. Of course, Wadiya is not a macronation, nor is it even real. The 
nation was taken from the 2012 comedy film The Dictator. Pictured above is a screenshot of the 
movie, which was included in the RLN article. 
 
4. Gymnasium Stateless (Gymnasium State) 

 
The Gymnasium State’s national news claimed that Premier Tomáš Falešník had declared himself 
absolute monarch, which somehow led to a situation where neither he nor the Senate legally 
existed. With no judicial system, the problem could not be solved and the Gymnasium State became 
without a government. Pictured above is a variant flag of the Gymnasium State which was included 

https://web.archive.org/web/20200401154925/https://rln.home.blog/2020/04/01/lytera-goes-to-war-with-wadiya/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200401154925/https://rln.home.blog/2020/04/01/lytera-goes-to-war-with-wadiya/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200401161607/https://sgymnews.wordpress.com/2020/04/01/gymnasium-state-to-implement-monarchy/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200401161607/https://sgymnews.wordpress.com/2020/04/01/gymnasium-state-to-implement-monarchy/


in the article. The only difference between this flag and the original is a small crown depicted above 
the coat of arms, presumably representing the absolute monarchy. 
 
5. Breakin’ (Empire of Aenopia) 

 
The Aenopian Hour claimed that Emperor Logan of Aenopia became Macaroni Man Logan lord of 
the Fire Engines wee woo wee woo, following the reformation of the empire as New Cymru 2: 
Electric Boogaloo. The article claims that several satirical reforms are to come for New Cymru 2, 
including the annexation of the entire universe and the creation of a large statue of a foot. Pictured 
above is the flag of New Cymru 2: Electric Boogaloo, which is the original New Cymrunian flag with 
two Rick Astleys, a fire truck, a bloc of Arabic (?) text and the Bandicam watermark photoshopped 
onto it. 
 
6. Baconite (Serene Beaconite Republic) 

 
The Isambard Gazette claimed that the Serene Beaconite Republic was reforming as the Serene 
Baconite Republic due to a series of typos. The capital of the nation was also supposedly renamed 

https://web.archive.org/web/20200401162016/https://theaenopianhour.wordpress.com/2020/04/01/breaking-aenopia-reformed-into-new-cymru-2-electric-boogaloo/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200401162016/https://theaenopianhour.wordpress.com/2020/04/01/breaking-aenopia-reformed-into-new-cymru-2-electric-boogaloo/
https://micronations.wiki/images/0/07/Isambard_Gazette%2C_1st_April_2020.pdf
https://micronations.wiki/images/0/07/Isambard_Gazette%2C_1st_April_2020.pdf


to Bacon City. Pictured above is the flag of the Serene Baconite Republic, which is identical to the 
Beaconite flag with three strips of bacon instead of a torch. 


